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KANTOROVITCH POLYNOMIALS DIMINISH 
GENERALIZED LENGTH 

BY 

MARTIN E. PRICE 

The Kantorovitch polynomials of a summable function s, defined on [0, 1], 
are 

n 
Kns{x) = 2 In,rPnr(x) 

r = 0 
where 

w= l ,2 ,3 , . . . ; xe [0 , 1], 

J»(r + l ) / (n+l) 
S(t) dt 

r/(n + l) 

and 

PU*)= Ç)x'(\-xy-'. 
They are the analogue for summable functions of the Bernstein polynomials 
Bnf(x), and they possess similar properties [1], 

In [2], Goffman defined a generalized variation <p(s) for seLx[0, 1] as follows: 
Consider the space P of polygonal functions on [0, 1], with norm given by \\p\lx 
= jl\p\, and denote the ordinary total variation of p by Vp. By the Frechet pro
cess, we may extend V to a unique lower-semicontinuous functional 9 on the com
pletion of P, the space L1=Z1[0, 1] of equivalence classes of summable functions, 
such that for every seLx there exists a sequence pneP with ||/>n--£||i->0 and 
V(Pr) -> <p(s)- We show that VKns < <p(s) for all s e Lx and all n. 

In [3], Hughs developed a generalized length L based on Goffman's variation <p. 
L is defined on the space A of equivalence classes of parametric generalized curves 
S(t) = foCO, s2(t), s3(t)\ te[0, 1], SiELi with ||S|U = 2i3=i JJ \st\. L is obtained 
by completing the space B of polygonal triples (pl9 p2, Pz) with the above norm and 
using the Frechet process to extend the elementary length /to a unique lower semi-
continuous functional L on the completion of B, the space A. Set KnS=(Knsl9 

Kns29 Kns3). We show that lKnS<LSfor alln and all Se A. 
We need the following facts: 

(A) WS-KJU-^O if s el*. [1] 

(B) If s e Ll9 <p(s)= VE(s) where VE is the total variation computed over the set E 
of points of approximate continuity of s. Thus q>(s)< V(s) and <p(s)= V(s) if s is 
continuous. [2] 
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(C) (Cauchy-Steinhaus Formula) See [3]. Let B be the surface of the unit sphere 
in E3, z=(a, b, c) e B, S=(sl9 s2, s3) e A, and L(S) < oo, then 

L{S) = ±^<p(z-S)do 

where <p(z-S) is the generalized variation of the scalar function z-S. 

THEOREM 1. For seL± and all n, VKns<cp(s). 

Proof. 
|*1 [1 ln-1 

VKnS = \KnS(x)\ dx = H] 2 ft.r + l - ^ J / ' n - l . r W 
Jo J0 |r = 0 

dx 

n-l 

2 
r=0 

— 2, |Ai,r + l~~Ai,r|9 

using properties of Euler's B function. By rewriting | IUt r + x - IUt r | + | IUy r + 2 — In, r +11 
as \In,r+2—In,r\ whenever possible, the last sum becomes 

n 

2 |/n.ry + 1 - /n , r , | ; ™ ^ n - 1 , r0 = 0, rm + 1 = W, 
y = 0 

and for eachy, In,rj + 2-In,rj + 1 is of opposite sign from In.rJ + 1-In.rr 

Let £<=[(), 1] be the set of points of approximate continuity of s(x). E is of 
measure one since s is summable. Now if Jnt r i >/„, ro, pick x0in E n (0, l/(«+1)) 
such that s(x0)<Into9 and xx in En (rjty+l), (/-], + l ) / («+l) ) such that •?(*!) 
>/n>n- Thus ^(Xi) — s(x0)\ > \In,ri — Ai,r01« Continuing, we can pick ^ e ^ n 
(r2/(w +1), (r2 + l)/(rc +1)) such that s(x2) < 7n> ra, and since 7n, r2 < 7n> r i, 

\s(x2)-s(x1)\ > | /n ,ra-Ai.nl, 

etc. In case Ai.n < Ai,r0? we proceed analogously. In either case, 

m m 

VKnf< 2 lA..r, + 1-Ai.r,| < 2 \s(xj + 1)-s(x3)\ < VES = cp(S). 
; = o y = o 

By facts (B) and (A) and the lower semi-continuity of 9?, we get 

COROLLARY. VKns < Vs and limn_* œ VKns=q>(s)for s e Lx. 

THEOREM 2. If se A, l(KnS)<L(S)for all n. 

Proof. We may assume L(S)<00. Consider the scalar functions z-Kn and z-S 
for each fixed ze B. We apply the theorem to get 

V(zKnS)= V(aKnSl + bKns2 + cKnsQ) 

= V(Kn(as1 + bs2 + cs3)) < tp(as1 + bs2 + cs3) = <p(z-s), 
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and thus by fact (C), 

l(KnS) = L(KnS) = jjcp(z KnS) da = jjv(zKnS) da 
B B 

< tt<p(zS)da = L(S). 
B 

COROLLARY. lKnS< lSn and limn^ „ l{KnS) =L(S) for S G A. 

Proof. L<1 always, and L is lower semicontinuous with respect to Lx conver
gence [3]. 

REMARKS. Let/be an arbitrary finite-valued function on [0,1], and let 

Bnf(x)= 2f(r-)pnr(x), X G [0, 1], 

be the nth Bernstein polynomial of/. 
It is known that VBnf< Vf for arbitrary/, [1]. The Cauchy-Steinhaus formula 

with F replacing y shows that lBnF< IFTor arbitrary triples F= (/i,/2,/3). However 
the Bernstein polynomials behave erratically for discontinuous functions and in 
particular VBnf\>Vf for most discontinuous functions. There exist badly discon
tinuous functions/such that Vf=co but such that VBnf-> 0 [4]. 

Even for continuous functions of bounded variation we can have either 

(a) VKnf< VBnf or (b) VBJ < VKnf 

For (a), define/ to be a continuous "spike" function such tha t / = 0 on 

[ 0 , i - € ] u [ i + * , l ] , Z(i) = l, 

and linear on [J—e, ^] and [̂ , i+e]. Let n=2. Since B2f depends only on x=0, J, 
and 1, the width of the spike does not affect VB2f. On the other hand, the coeffi
cients of K2f are integral means, so that K2f€ can be made uniformly small by 
making e -> 0. Since K2f is always a quadratic, this means VK2f < VB2f for some 

For (b), define a spike function by /(0)=0, /(£) = 1, / linear on [0, £], and 
[i, H and/=0 on & 1]. B2f=09 hence ra2/ = 0 but since K2f(0) = jl'3f>0, 
and K2f(l)=j1

2l3f = 0 we have VK2f>0. 
I f / i s of bounded variation, Lorentz [1] showed that lim VBnf= V0f where 

F0/is the variation computed over the points of continuity of/ For such functions, 
V0f = Fs / = ç>(/) since discontinuities of the first kind cannot be points of approx
imate continuity. Thus by Theorem 1, lim VKnf = ç?(/) = F0/=lim VBnf when
ever/is of bounded variation. If/is continuous but Vf=cp(f) = +oo, both VBnf 
and FXn/tend to +oo by lower-semicontinuity. 
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Finally we remark that all of the above results hold in the plane, and in parti
cular for the nonparametric case y=f(x), by using the Cauchy-Steinhaus formula 
in E2, i.e. as an integral over the unit circle. 
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